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FusionExperience announces successful partnership with Cloud
Consulting
London, UK – 19th June, 2015 - FusionExperience, the business and data solutions
provider, today announces the success of its first salesforce.com partnership with Cloud
Consulting.
Cloud Consulting previously partnered an airline with a salesforce.com based charter and
group booking system, that had been developed using a legacy technology. Due to a reorganisation, Cloud Consulting had to split their salesforce system in two. However, the
unsupported technology had to be replaced in the new organisation.
FusionExperience helped to migrate the application to the latest salesforce.com environment
and redeveloped the booking functionality in apex and visual force.
This project was delivered on time and to budget. The airline now has a modern platform
from which it can evolve from and has achieved a game changing transformation in the way
it does business.
Robin James, Platform Evangelist for FusionExperience said; “The ability to seamlessly
work with our partners on salesforce.com projects enables rapid scaling of resources and
capabilities. This ensures that the client is delighted by the results, yet unaware of the
complex extended ecosystem that has been involved. This is facilitated by that fact that we
all speak the same salesforce.com language.
Cloud Consulting is an ideal partner to work with in this way, as our delivery and technical
strengths are well matched with their intimate client facing approach.”
Tim Pullen, xxx of Cloud Consulting added: “Insert Quote.”

-ENDS-

About FusionExperience
FusionExperience is an innovative business and data services company. We fuse our deep domain expertise in
the investment, insurance, telecommunications and complementary markets internationally, with technology from

our group companies and industry leading partners such as Salesforce.Com and SAP, to build platforms and
applications to meet specific business needs. Our purpose is to add value to every one of our client's businesses
through services and solutions. We operate across multiple sectors, working fast and smart in a world where time
is the scarcest resource.
About Cloud Consulting
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